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Introduction to 
the Problem

User experience and user interface design, or UX 
and UI for short, may be difficult for some designers 
with experience only in static design (print advertising, 
magazine layout, and pagination design); however, by 
examining other fields that successfully employ UX/UI 
design, such as system and videogame design, designers 
can identify the following successful principles of UX/UI 
design:

• The user should not have to stop and think about how 
to do something.

• The interaction between the user and the medium 
should be natural and intuitive.

• The user/interface operations must be consistent 
throughout all areas of the UX/UI. 



remediation is the 
process through which 
the characteristics and 
approaches of competing 
media are imitated, 
altered, and critiqued in 
a new medium… (or) the 
representation of one 
medium in another

- Meredith Davis 

History

The field of UX/UI design has been around since the late 
1940s C.E. in regards to human factors and ergonomics, 
which focuses on the interaction between human users, 
machines, and environments. There are many key factors 
to understanding UI and how it can enable a favorable 
UX, but most are centered on principles such as defining 
interaction patterns, incorporating user needs, featuring 
information that is important to the user, and making the 
interface intuitive by building behaviors like drag-and-
drop, selections, mouse-over actions, buttons, and so on. 
Although many techniques can be employed to provide 
a positive UX, most of these principles primarily focus on 
the UI utilizing remediation to foster user accessibility, 
interaction, and familiarity.



concept map



Communication 
Strategy

CommUniCation goals

To develop a easily accessible, interactive tool, and 
informative toolbox that illustrates the capabilities of 
remediation to help achieve the following three principles in 
UX/UI design:

• The user should not have to stop and think about how to 
do something.

• The interaction between the user and the medium should 
be natural and intuitive.

• The user/interface operations must be consistent 
throughout all areas of the UX/UI. 

taRgEt aUdiEnCE and gEogRaphiC 
sCopE

The target audience for this design project is new media 
and website designers, that are both male and female, ages 
22 to 40 years of age, United states of America citizens or 
foreign nationals, and that are employed in the areas of user 
experience (UX) and user interface (UI) design.
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VidEogamE list

Electronic Arts Crysis 3 
Space Invaders 
AksysGames BIT.TRIP BEAT 
Renegade Kid Mutant Mudds 
Capcom Mega Man 
Mystery House 
King’s Quest 5: Absence Makes the Heart Go Yonder 
Telltale Games Tales of Monkey Island 
Guild Wars 2 
The Oregon Trail 
The Organ Trail



Design Strategy

I will start by organizing all of the information I have found 
into a HTML5, CSS3/SASS, RESS toolkit for remediation, 
which will utilize a kind of a ‘indie videogame’ aesthetic 
to teach successful UX/UI design principles that I have 
identified in my research.

This ‘toolkit’ will be in the form of a dynamic anchored 
website, will utilize Google webFonts that reference the 
previously mentioned aesthetic, and will be responsive 
through structure, javascript, and media queries for all 
devices.

What is html5?

HTML5 will be the new standard for HTML. The previous 
version of HTML, HTML 4.01, came in 1999. The web 
has changed a lot since then. HTML5 is still a work in 
progress. However, the major browsers support many of 
the new HTML5 elements and APIs.

What is sass?

Sass is an extension of CSS3, adding nested rules, 
variables, mixins, selector inheritance, and more. It’s 
translated to well-formatted, standard CSS using the 
command line tool or a web-framework plugin. Sass 
has two syntaxes. The most commonly used syntax is 
known as “SCSS” (for “Sassy CSS”), and is a superset 
of CSS3’s syntax. This means that every valid CSS3 
stylesheet is valid SCSS as well. SCSS files use the 
extension .scss.



Mood Experience

loCal

http://pikewoodcreative.com/ 
http://mindmergedesign.com/ 
http://travismaynard.com/ 
http://partleecloudy.com/

intERnational/national

http://happycog.com/ 
http://webclique.net/ 
http://heydays.no/ 
http://bradfrostweb.com/ 
https://jawbone.com/ 
http://www.rdio.com/ 
http://www.webdesignday.com/



Idea sketches



Iconography Ideation



Design COMPs



Design COMPs (Contd.)



Design Comp 
Feedback



Final Design in Context



Final Design in ContexT (contd.)



http://Vf20dEsigns.Com/WEbsitEs/
REmEdiation/

or

http://bit.ly/17990qR

http://vf20designs.com/websites/remediation/
http://vf20designs.com/websites/remediation/
http://bit.ly/17990qr

